
Ten reasons to choose Cambridge International Examinations

We prepare school students for life, helping them develop an informed curiosity and a lasting passion for learning. 
We are part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of Cambridge.

1 Our qualifications are widely recognised by the 
world’s best universities and employers.

2 We help Cambridge schools and teachers prepare 
their learners to be confident, responsible, reflective, 

innovative and engaged – equipped for success in the 
modern world.

3 We are part of the University of Cambridge and a 
not-for-profit organisation. We devote our resources 

to delivering high-quality educational programmes that 
can unlock learners’ potential.

4 We offer a clear structure and a strong platform to 
guide learners’ progression from the start of primary 

to the end of secondary education.

5 Our curriculum is flexible to integrate and stimulating 
to teach. Schools can choose all or part of it to suit 

their learners’ needs.

6 We offer a wide range of subjects – available in 
any combination.

7 Our programmes and qualifications are created 
by subject experts, rooted in academic rigour and 

reflect the latest educational research.

8 We provide first-class support for teachers 
through publications, online resources, training 

and professional development.

9 Every year, nearly a million Cambridge learners 
from 10 000 schools in over 160 countries 

prepare for their future with an international education 
from Cambridge.

10   98 per cent of Cambridge schools say they 
would recommend us to other schools.
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Learn more! For further information on how Cambridge International Examinations can help your school to continue delivering excellence in education, 
please visit our website at www.cie.org.uk or speak to your local Cambridge representative.

Cambridge Primary:

•  is an international education 
programme, typically for young learners 
(5 to 11 years old) and is used in 
primary schools around the world

•  covers English, English as a second 
language, mathematics and science 
and provides an excellent foundation 
for the later stages of education.

Cambridge Primary Checkpoint:

•  tests are used at the end of Cambridge 
Primary and offer feedback on a 
learner’s strengths and weaknesses 
in the key curriculum areas of English, 
mathematics and science

•  is marked by us and provides 
schools with an external international 
benchmark for learner performance.

Cambridge Secondary 1:

•  is an education programme for 
learners aged 11 to 14 that builds 
skills, knowledge and understanding 
in English as a first and second 
language, mathematics and science

•  provides a natural progression for 
children from primary education 
and prepares them for post-14 
education programmes that lead to 
formal qualifications.

Cambridge Secondary 1 Checkpoint:

•  tests are used at the end of 
Cambridge Secondary 1, are marked 
by Cambridge and provide schools 
with an external international 
benchmark for student performance

•  is available in English, English as a 
second language, mathematics and 
science and can be offered at two 
sessions during the year.

Cambridge IGCSE®:

•  is the world’s most popular international 
qualification for 14 to 19 year olds – 
although it can be taken by learners of 
other ages

•  is recognised by leading universities 
and employers worldwide as evidence 
of academic ability

•  gives learners the flexibility to choose 
from 70 subjects in any combination

•  is taught by over 5500 schools 
worldwide including 2500 in the UK.

Cambridge O Level:

•  has been designed especially for an 
international market and is sensitive to 
the needs of different countries

•  is designed for learners whose first 
language may not be English, and 
this is acknowledged through the 
examination process.

Cambridge International AS & A Levels:

•  are regarded as a passport to success in 
education, university and employment

•  are taken by thousands of learners 
every year who gain places at leading 
universities worldwide including 
the UK, USA, Canada, New Zealand 
and Australia

•  are widely recognised around the 
world, for example by over 450 US 
universities including all of the Ivy 
League and Ivy+ institutions.

Cambridge Pre-U:

•  is a two-year course with no 
assessment at the end of year one, 
providing more teaching time and 
freedom for learning

•  is recognised by UK universities and 
a growing number of US universities, 
including all Ivy League colleges.

Cambridge programmes and qualifications are recognised by the world’s best universities and employers, giving students a wide range 
of options in their education and career. As a not-for-profit organisation, we devote our resources to delivering high-quality educational 
programmes that can unlock learners’ potential.

*Age ranges are for guidance only

Cambridge Primary
5 to 11 years old*

Cambridge Secondary 1
11 to 14 years old*

Cambridge Secondary 2
14 to 16 years old*

Cambridge Advanced
16 to 19 years old*
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